Ethics of HIV testing in general practice without informed consent: a case series

J Fraser

This case series presents two general practice cases where HIV testing occurred, or results suggestive of HIV were received, before informed consent was obtained. Bioethical and professional principles are used to explore these dilemmas.

Case 1: A 40 year old man presented in 1990 for a life insurance medical and routine blood tests including HIV antibodies. The HIV test was refused. Despite prompting, the reasons for this were not volunteered. Several days later, I received the patient’s results. This included an HIV antibody test identifying the patient. This was in contravention of our practice policy which is to code HIV results. The pathology request form was reviewed. This showed an HIV test had been added in different handwriting. Practice and pathology staff could not explain the source of this writing. The patient returned for his results. Fortunately, the patient raised the issue of the HIV test himself. He had changed his mind and had himself written on the request form before delivering the request form to the pathologist. The implications of his negative result were explained after discussing the patient’s risk factors for HIV with him.

Case 2: A 43 year old married clergyman presented in 2000 with a recurrent infection of his little toe. This developed into a pyodermic granuloma and was treated by curettage and diathermy. The preliminary pathology report queried Kaposi’s sarcoma and further staining was requested. The patient failed to call for his results. Based on my knowledge of this patient and his family, there were no risk factors for HIV infection. I considered whether to arrange an interview with this patient as soon as possible in order to take a detailed sexual history with a view to urgent HIV testing. I felt this course of action was likely to cause distress, that the risk of HIV in this patient was low, and that the delay in getting a final histological diagnosis was unlikely to alter the clinical course. The subsequent pathology report confirmed granulation tissue only.

DISCUSSION

General practitioners (GPs) owe duties to their patients to detect HIV infection and to offer pretest counselling before testing for serious communicable diseases. Patients with mental illness, who are critically ill or unconscious may lack the capacity to give informed consent. In these circumstances, researchers and clinicians have justified HIV testing without consent. These arguments are rejected by others: some contend that failing to seek a patient’s consent before HIV testing is always wrong; while others suggest testing should only occur when it will alter the clinical care of the patient. The General Medial Council specifies rare circumstances when HIV testing may occur without consent. These guidelines emphasise the need to discuss actions with a colleague in order to ensure that one’s actions are reasonable and professional. Despite this literature, there is limited discussion concerning potential lapses in these procedures which can arise in general practice.

Patient autonomy and self determination underpin informed consent before HIV testing. These cases illustrate times when informed consent may not be obtained in general practice: either because of systematic errors in the process of obtaining informed consent, coding, and receiving results, or because other pathology tests, such as skin biopsies, can act as surrogate markers of HIV.

In responding to these situations, GPs need to consider the organisational and legal dimensions of practice and their professional and ethical roles. These aspects of practice are central domains of general practice.

Inadvertent HIV testing without consent raises two issues: firstly, the patient has the right to know what has happened and to be asked whether they wish to know their results; and secondly, the consult is more difficult to predict and plan, as the patient’s response to a positive or negative result has not been explored. In my opinion, more harm may be done to the doctor/patient relationship by deliberately concealing knowledge of the result, even if it is negative. The patient may find out at a later date of testing, if they receive treatment from a colleague or a locum of the practice and are asked about the reasons for the recent HIV test. This would be worse than discussing the error at the time it was discovered.

General practitioners have legislated guidelines concerning pretest counselling which can be considered as minimal standards of care. The importance of documenting pretest counselling or a patient’s refusal to testing is illustrated by case 1 where HIV testing occurred because of a systems error. Documentation needs to cover what was discussed and the patient’s capacity to consent to, or decline, HIV testing. I reflected on this incident, and have since changed my clinical practice: I now always take a coded HIV venous sample myself. Using this system, I can better ensure the confidentiality of my patients,
and reduce the risks of patients organising an HIV test without pretest counselling. If a positive result had occurred in case 1, the GP’s professional and ethical role would have become more complex. The duty of care would expand to cover both the patient and their partner. Failure to notify the partner of the patient’s HIV status can represent a breach in duty of care.7 10

Kaposi’s sarcoma can occur spontaneously in the elderly, however, in younger men it is usually a sign of AIDS. General practitioners need to be very alert to the possibility of HIV infection. Acute HIV seroconversion and HIV infection can mimic conditions commonly seen in general practice including lymphadenopathy, fever, myalgia, cough, diarrhoea, candidiasis, and seborrhoeic dermatitis. Incorporating sexual and drug histories into routine clinical care can identify patients at increased risk of HIV. Case 2 demonstrates that the general practitioner needs to consider the possibility of HIV in association with the patient’s risk factors. Suggesting a possibility of HIV where it is unexpected and the risk is low, can in itself cause anxiety and distress. A valid argument to defer raising the possibility of an HIV diagnosis was made and supported by the subsequent histology in case 2.

This case series demonstrates bioethical dilemmas which can arise in HIV medicine in general practice. The GP plays an important role in assessing patient risks factors, facilitating early detection of HIV, and ensuring that testing occurs with informed consent. At times, these duties can compete with each other and GPS need to balance the rights of their patients and partners to optimise care.
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**HIV testing and informed consent**

L Frith

People should be allowed to decide how and where they wish to be tested for HIV without there being a formal requirement for pretest counselling

In his paper, *Ethics of HIV testing in general practice without informed consent*, Fraser argues that pretest counselling and informed consent are pillars of the ethical conduct of HIV testing. In my response I want to look critically at these contentions. While I will agree with Fraser that it is always necessary to get informed consent from a patient for an HIV test I will argue that an emphasis on pretest counselling as a prerequisite for testing can actually undermine a patient’s autonomy, the very principle that informed consent seeks to promote.

This response will start with an analysis of Case Two as this highlights the fundamental importance of informed consent. It will then go on to look at Case One and show how the special application of informed consent in the field of HIV testing can, in certain circumstances, lead to a reduction in patient autonomy.

**CASE TWO**

In Fraser’s second case a 43 year old married clergyman presented with a recurrent infection of his little toe and the preliminary lab reports queried Kaposi’s sarcoma. The general practitioner (GP) thought that because of the patient’s lifestyle there was little risk of HIV infection, “suggesting the possibility of HIV, when it is unexpected and the risk low, can in itself cause anxiety and distress”. On these grounds the GP did not call the patient in for an HIV test.

Some might argue that the GP should have tested the clergyman. This could have been done in one of two ways: by seeking his explicit consent for an HIV test, or by getting blanket consent for a range of tests, including HIV, without HIV being explicitly mentioned.

The first option, while possibly causing the patient some distress, would, had HIV been confirmed, have been seen by many to be the correct course of action. There are clearly important benefits, which would outweigh the anxiety caused by the test itself, to both the patient and his immediate contacts to knowing his positive HIV status. In this situation a risk assessment was made that it was unlikely the clergyman would be HIV positive, because of his lifestyle, and this proved to be correct.

Some practitioners, however, would argue that in instances such as Case Two a more effective course of action would have been to simply get blanket consent for an unspecified range of tests that would have included HIV.

This argument has been put forward in a recent *BMJ* editorial. According to this editorial it is time to, “lower the threshold for HIV testing”, enabling doctors, in certain circumstances, to test for HIV without obtaining a specific consent for the HIV test. “We propose that if a patient freely consents to be investigated, a doctor can initiate tests at all serious diseases without an in depth discussion of all possible results, provided the test result, positive or negative, should benefit the patient”.1 To support their case Manavi and Welsby make an analogy with the case of tuberculosis testing. Often patients do not explicit consent to the taking of a sputum sample for acid fast bacillus to exclude or confirm tuberculosis, as it is seen as just one of many tests performed to make an accurate diagnosis. They infer from this that HIV should be treated in a similar fashion and be included in a range of non-specified diagnostic tests to which a patient would give blanket consent.

Arguments in favour of such an approach to HIV testing are broadly consequentialist in nature.2 It would improve the diagnostic capabilities of doctors if they could, on suspecting HIV infection, simply include it in a battery of tests without having to obtain specific consent. As demonstrated by Case Two,
doctors are wary of suggesting the possibility of HIV to patients and such a reluctance to test may result in a delayed diagnosis and compromised care for the patient. It could also be argued that this blanket consent to HIV testing would reduce the “unnecessary” distress of patients—that is, if the test eliminated HIV—and increase the levels of HIV testing in general medicine—a desirable outcome.

Such blanket testing, although arguably having some benefits, clearly goes against current notions of good practice. Although there may be good arguments to suggest that HIV should be treated like any other disease it is another matter to suggest that HIV testing should embrace what is increasingly seen as bad practice in other areas. Current GMC guidelines state: “You must obtain consent from patients before testing for a serious communicable disease”.4 Although the GP in Case Two did not go ahead with an HIV test the principle of informed consent was at the centre of his decision and he acted in accordance with current guidelines. Had the GP decided to test, wishing to uphold the principle of informed consent, he would have been obliged to tell the patient about the HIV test. It was the possible anxiety to the patient created by raising the possibility of a test that was felt to outweigh the risks of not testing.

I want to show how the special practices that have grown up around obtaining informed consent for HIV testing can, paradoxically, sometimes have the effect of undermining a patient’s autonomy—the very principle which underpins informed consent. It is to this specific problem, exemplified in Fraser’s first case, to which I will turn.

**CASE ONE**

In Fraser’s first case a patient refused consent for an HIV test when requesting life insurance. Subsequently, the patient authorized a test on the request form without the GP’s knowledge. For Fraser, the ethical difficulty presented by this case was that the minimal standard of care, providing pretest counselling, was not given and after reflecting on this incident he changed his practice to “reduce the risk of patient initiated HIV testing”.

Inherent in Fraser seeing “patient initiated testing” as morally problematic is the view that HIV is somehow different from other diseases and therefore “special” ethical considerations pertain to the conduct of testing.5 The major factor that has often distinguished HIV testing from other medical tests is that people have had to have counselling as a prerequisite for having a test. Whereas with other diseases counselling might be offered or made available if requested, with HIV a patient has had to undergo counselling in order to have a test. This is one aspect of what has been called “HIV/AIDS exceptionalism”—treating HIV differently from other diseases.6 7

The question we have to ask is should HIV be treated differently. Should there always be, as Fraser suggests, obligatory pretest counselling or should HIV be treated the same as other conditions of a similar severity?

Fraser says the reason for pretest counselling for an HIV test is to promote and safeguard patient autonomy. I would argue that such counselling may promote autonomy in one way, in that it provides information to patients so they can make a fully informed decision. However, it can undermine patient autonomy in another way, by forcing patients to receive face to face counselling, which, given the nature of how the disease is transmitted, they may not want to have.8 An insistence on pretest counselling can be seen as a paternalistic response that actually reduces, rather than fosters, a person’s autonomy. Thus, I would disagree with Fraser and argue that making pretest counselling a requirement for having an HIV test should no longer be seen as an ethical necessity. This is not to say that if people want counselling it should not be available but, that if they do not, their decision should be respected.

A further element of Case One that Fraser sees as morally problematic is that the patient had initiated the test himself. On this basis, Fraser would be against home or self testing for HIV. Such opposition clearly raises important ethical considerations. The recent trend in health care, stimulated by an emphasis on patient autonomy, has been for greater self diagnosis and screening. As it has become more widely recognised that patients can make informed decisions without the direct intervention of healthcare professionals, individuals have been encouraged to take responsibility for their own health. Self breast examination and pregnancy testing are all routinely carried out at home. There is—for example—a self test available for occult blood in stools, to screen for colorectal cancer.

If it is accepted that people should be allowed to make informed decisions as to how they are to be tested then there is clearly a very strong ethical case for saying that patients should be able to sell or home test for HIV. This is already the case in the USA where a Federal Drug Agency (FDA) approved home test has been available since 1996.6 “While recognising that there are many issues raised by self or home tests,”9 I would argue, nevertheless, that where the possibility of accurate testing exists we should allow people to choose where and how they have an HIV test. It is possible that a substantial number of people would prefer to conduct the test at home.10

As an editorial in the *Canadian Medical Association Journal* says: “Where the technology exists, why should the public not have autonomy and privacy in obtaining important health information on their HIV status?”

**CONCLUSION**

Fraser’s cases raise some interesting dilemmas faced by practitioners over the conduct of HIV testing. I have agreed with Fraser that it is always necessary to get informed consent from a patient for an HIV test and, indeed, this is now part of standard medical practice for any serious disease. However, his support for obligatory pretest counselling as a means of obtaining informed consent can be questioned. I have argued that such a requirement can, paradoxically, sometimes have the effect of undermining a patient’s autonomy—the very principle that informed consent seeks to promote.

Hence, I would support the removal of the requirement for pretest counselling, something that is already happening in the UK, and let people decide how and where they wish to be tested for HIV.
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Commentary on Ethics of HIV testing in general practice without informed consent: a case series

D K Sokol

Case 1 reminds us that patients have duties too, while case 2 presents an instance of justified withholding of information

How refreshing to read these two cases! No conjointed twins, fantastic chimeras, or other incredible scenarios at the fringes of medical reality. Each case highlights the practical and theoretical difficulties that doctors face in their everyday practice.

Case 1: In case 1, the patient, who had declined an HIV test, changed his mind and requested an HIV test on the request form without informing the doctor. The pathologist performed the tests and returned the results to the unsuspecting doctor, who duly investigated the matter. The doctor’s anxiety at the situation, as well as the worries of the entire practice and pathology laboratory, must have been deeply unpleasant. Thus the patient, no doubt unintentionally, caused much distress by requesting the HIV test. He was, at the very least, guilty of a lack of foresight and consideration. As a minimum, he should have informed the doctor of his last minute alteration. This would have enabled the doctor to discuss the implications of the test, to organise appropriate counselling, and, most importantly, to receive the results in full knowledge of the situation.

As Dr Fraser points out, the experience of case 1 reinforces the importance of taking good medical notes. Even if the patient’s refusal had been documented in the notes, however, this would not have prevented him from requesting the HIV test, and indeed other tests, on the blood form. Pharmacists may still occasionally be faced with situations when they are unsure whether the doctor prescribed 10 capsules of a drug, or 110 capsules, as the patient may have added a “1” in front of the doctor’s original prescription. Similarly, how can doctors and pathologists guarantee that patients will not modify the form as soon as they leave the surgery?

Whatever their immediate consequences, mishaps in medicine often provide opportunities to improve practice. Once the causal factors are identified, changes can be made and implemented. So what can be done to prevent occurrences of incidents such as those in case 1?

First, patients can be taught to refrain from ordering tests without prior approval by their doctor. The doctor/patient relationship, like all relationships, is not one sided. Patients have duties too. In general, they should be truthful, cooperative, courteous, considerate, and trustworthy. All of these duties should have compelled the patient in case 1 to inform the doctor of his alteration. Whether—and, if so, how—to instil these duties in the doubtless small number of patients who are unaware of them is beyond the scope of this brief commentary. None the less, whatever the efforts to raise awareness of patients’ duties, it would be unrealistic to expect all patients to abide by them. Our solution should operate successfully in a non-ideal world where some patients are, as one general practitioner put it, “a pain”.

The key concern arising from the case relates to the content of pathology request forms. If in possession of a written form, it may be easy for patients to order additional tests without the doctor’s knowledge. Doctors trust patients to deliver the request forms and specimens from their office to the next step of the delivery process without tampering with them. To reduce the likelihood of tampering and to increase detection if it does occur, computer generated forms may be preferable to handwriting. Delivery of forms and specimens without involvement of the patient would also reduce the possibility of unauthorised changes. Whether such changes are practically desirable, given the time constraints and the rarity of abuse, is an issue for consideration. If pathologists suspect a discrepancy in authorship—for example, because of different handwriting—they should contact the general practitioner for confirmation. Alternatively, separate forms could be used for HIV or other “sensitive” tests, as is already done in some areas of the United Kingdom.

Although case 1 exposes a systemic weakness in the completion and transit of pathology request forms, its main interest lies in the important but neglected questions it raises about the role and duties of patients.

Case 2: Case 2 illuminates a common dilemma for doctors: when should a possible but very uncertain diagnosis be communicated to a patient?

The doctor had two opportunities to convey the possibility of HIV. The first was when he investigated the granuloma. Because there is a link between pyodermic granuloma and Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) and, in turn, between KS and HIV, the doctor could have informed the patient of this unlikely possibility. Now, it is probable that Dr Fraser did not even suspect KS at this point, let alone HIV. The probabilities of each, in light of the clinical evidence and the doctor’s knowledge of the patient, would have seemed minuscule.

Although one often reads of “fully informed consent” in the medical literature, such a state of total knowledge and understanding is a myth. It is impossible for doctors to disclose all the risks and possible side effects of a drug, treatment, or procedure. Not only would attempting to do this impossible task be practically disastrous, prolonging waiting times to unacceptable levels, but it would be medically and psychologically undesirable. A headache is very rarely a brain tumour, and there seems little point in alarming all those with headaches of this grim possibility. Only when the likelihood reaches a certain threshold of significance should the suspicion be communicated. By anyone’s account, the threshold for disclosing the possibility of HIV was surely not reached at the time of investigating the pyodermic granuloma. Even if Dr Fraser had entertained the possibility, it would arguably have been inappropriate to reveal this thought for fear of unduly distressing the patient.

The second opportunity arose following the suspected KS. A few points should be considered. Firstly, the pathology report only queried KS. The diagnosis was thus far from positive. Secondly, there is no necessary link between KS and HIV. Kaposi’s sarcoma may occur independently of HIV. Thirdly, the gravity of KS varies considerably from relatively harmless lesions to fairly rapid death—as in African KS—depending on the type of KS, the extent of organ involvement, and various patient characteristics.4

Dr Fraser’s decision to withhold the suspicion was based on three reasons:
1. Discussing the issue of HIV would very probably cause distress.
2. The probability of HIV was low, hence discussion of this possibility would be unnecessary.
3. The clinical course would not be altered by the delay to obtain confirmation of KS.

Of these, only the second reason is valid. The fact that a disclosure is likely to distress a patient is not, in itself, a sufficient reason to withhold information. Unless the anguish caused by the revelation would be extremely harmful, the crucial importance of information for autonomous decision making surely outweighs the benefits of non-disclosure. Furthermore, it is difficult to know how others will respond to bad news and, even when it is highly distressing, the deleterious effect of adverse disclosures is often temporary. In cases of sexually transmitted diseases, the communicable nature of the disease provides additional weight to the prima facie duty to disclose.

Although a delay may not alter the clinical progression of the disease in the individual patient, HIV can be transmitted to others. Informing patients of this possibility can help reduce the likelihood of transmission by allowing them to control their behaviour. For this reason, suspicions of communicable diseases should be shared with the patient at a lower threshold of certainty than non-communicable conditions.

Without detailed knowledge of the patient, his history, and his lifestyle, and the probability of the initial diagnosis of KS, I can only come to a tentative decision about what I would have done myself in Dr Fraser’s situation, but, based on the information provided in the case description, I am inclined to support his conclusion. In light of the queried test results, the probabilistic link between KS and HIV, and the patient’s “risk free” lifestyle, the probability of HIV probably fell below the threshold of likelihood requiring disclosure, even for a condition as serious and transmittable as HIV. One caveat, however, about the dangers of assuming the absence of risk factors: even a prolonged friendship with a patient may not reveal an unavowed penchant for drugs or hazardous sexual behaviour. A good doctor should never rule out these possibilities, however unlikely they may appear.

William Osler called medicine “an art which consists largely in balancing probabilities.” This case is a wonderful illustration of this.
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